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Abstract
We describe the ground- and excited-state electronic structure of bulk MnO and NiO, two prototypical
correlated electron materials, using coupled cluster theory with single and double excitations (CCSD). As
a corollary, this work also reports the first implementation of unrestricted periodic ab initio equation-of
motion CCSD. Starting from a Hartree-Fock reference, we find fundamental gaps of 3.46 eV and 4.83
eV for MnO and NiO respectively for the 16 unit supercell, slightly overestimated compared to experiment,
although finite-size scaling suggests that the gap is more severely overestimated in the thermodynamic limit.
From the character of the correlated electronic bands we find both MnO and NiO to lie in the intermediate
Mott/charge-transfer insulator regime, although NiO appears as a charge transfer insulator when only the
fundamental gap is considered. While the lowest quasiparticle excitations are of metal 3d and O 2p character
in most of the Brillouin zone, near the Γ point, the lowest conduction band quasiparticles are of s character.
Our study supports the potential of coupled cluster theory to provide high level many-body insights into
correlated solids.
∗Electronic address: aminnich@caltech.edu
†Electronic address: gkc1000@gmail.com
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I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the properties of solids with correlated electrons is a long-standing challenge.
The first-row transition metal oxides with partially filled d shells, such as MnO and NiO, are
prominent examples. The partially filled d band suggests that these materials should be met-
als. However, experimentally they are found to be insulators with large gaps [1–3]. One of the
first proposed explanations for this discrepancy was that the gap originates from electron interac-
tions, forming a so-called Mott insulator [4]. Later work, however, based on correlating model
cluster calculations to observed spectra [1, 5] , suggested that the gap corresponds to a ligand-to-
metal charge transfer process. Since then, the character of the insulating state across the first-row
transition-metal oxides has been a fertile topic of study [6].
In principle, these questions could be unambiguously resolved through accurate first principles
calculation on the bulk material. However, achieving quantitative accuracy in the properties of
greatest interest for transition metal oxides has been difficult. For example, local and gradient
density functional theories (DFT) typically underestimate both the insulating gap and order pa-
rameters, such as the magnetic moment [7]. While hybrid functionals can give better gaps, this
success does not always translate to better properties and is not consistent across materials [8–10].
Quantum Monte Carlo methods can provide greater accuracy at higher cost [11, 12], but do not
allow access to the full spectrum. Low-order diagrammatic approaches such as the GW approxi-
mation [13–16] have also been applied to these systems, with mixed success. Finally, while DFT
with a Hubbard U (DFT+U) [17, 18] and dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) calculations [19–
21] have provided a practical approach to obtain important insights, these methods contain a degree
of empiricism that introduces uncertainty into the interpretations.
Coupled cluster (CC) theory is a theoretical framework originating in quantum chemistry and
nuclear physics [22–24], which has recently emerged as a new way to treat electronic structure
in solids at the many-body level [25, 26]. The method is systematically improvable in terms of
particle-hole excitation levels, giving rise to the coupled cluster with singles, doubles, triples and
higher approximations. While the earliest formulation was for ground states, excited states can
be computed via the equation of motion (EOM) formalism [22, 27–29]. Recent single-particle
spectra computed for the electron gas [30], and simple covalent solids [25] demonstrate that high
accuracies can be achieved at the level of coupled cluster singles and doubles (CCSD).
In this work, we use coupled cluster theory, in its singles and doubles approximation (CCSD
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and EOM-CCSD), to describe the ground and excited states of the prototypical transition metal
oxides, MnO and NiO. Since the ground states are magnetically ordered, we use the unrestricted
CC formalism, and our work also reports the first implementation of unrestricted EOM-CCSD
in a periodic system. Our largest calculations treat a 2×2×2 supercell of the antiferromagnetic
unit cell, with 16 metals and 16 oxygens, correlating up to 384 electrons. We analyze both the
ground state and the correlated single-particle spectra to report on the character of the insulating
state of MnO and NiO. As we shall see, the treatment by coupled cluster theory provides an
independent high-level benchmark for many properties and yields new insights into the physics of
these materials.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we recapitulate the ground state coupled
cluster theory and equation of motion (EOM) formalism for excited states in periodic systems.
In Sec. III we present the CCSD calculations on NiO and MnO, together with analysis of the
numerical convergence and character of the states. We finish with some conclusions in Sec. IV.
II. METHODS
A. Periodic ground-state coupled cluster theory
In the coupled cluster formalism, the ground state is described using an exponential excitation
Ansatz,
|Ψ0〉= eTˆ |0〉 (1)
where |0〉 is a single-determinant reference state obtained from a mean-field theory such as
Hartree-Fock theory or Kohn-Sham density functional theory, and the excitation operator Tˆ is
a sum over single, double, triple and higher (particle-hole) excitations,
Tˆ =∑
µ
tˆµ (2)
Here tˆµ creates a linear combination of µ-particle-µ-hole excitations). In CCSD, the cluster opera-
tor is truncated at singles and doubles level so that Tˆ = tˆ1+ tˆ2. In a system with crystal translational
symmetry, the particle and hole states carry a crystal momentum label, thus
tˆ1 =
′
∑
ki
∑
ia
takaiki Eˆ
aka
iki
(3)
tˆ2 =
1
4
′
∑
kikak jkb
∑
ia jb
takabkbiki jk j aˆ
†
aka aˆ
†
bkb
aˆiki aˆ jk j (4)
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where i, j,k, l . . . denote occupied (hole) spin-orbital labels, a,b,c,d . . . denote virtual (particle)
labels, ki,k j . . . denote crystal momenta, and Eˆ
aka
iki
= aˆ†aka aˆiki . The primed sum indicates crystal
momentum conservation, ie., ka+ kb− ki− k j = G where G is a reciprocal lattice vector. The
excitation amplitudes and ground-state energy E are obtained by solving the Schro¨dinger equation
for the similarity transformed Hamiltonian H¯ [22, 23],
H¯ = e−Tˆ HˆeTˆ (5)
E = 〈0|H¯|0〉 (6)
0 = 〈µ|H¯|0〉 ∀µ (7)
In this work, because of the spin ordering in the ground states of MnO and NiO, we will use
the unrestricted form of coupled cluster theory. Here, |0〉 is a broken-symmetry mean-field state
(an eigenfunction of Sˆz but not necessarily Sˆ2 as, for example, in an antiferromagnetic state), and
tˆ1 and tˆ2 preserve Sz. The detailed periodic unrestricted CC ground-state equations are given in the
Appendix as an extension of the molecular equations in Refs. [31, 32].
B. Periodic equation-of-motion coupled cluster theory
Excited state wavefunctions and energies in CC can be obtained through the EOM formalism.
This amounts to diagonalizing the similarity transformed Hamiltonian H¯ in the excitation space
of interest [22, 23, 29, 32]. In this work, we compute single-particle spectra. At the EOM-CCSD
level of approximation, we obtain the ionized (N − 1) (IP) states by diagonalizing in the space
of 1-hole (1h) and 2-hole, 1-particle (2h1p) states, while we compute the the electron attached
(N+ 1) (EA) states in the space of 1-particle (1p) and 2-particle, 1-hole (2p1h) states. The n-th
excited state wavefunction with momentum k |ΨN±1n,k 〉 is constructed as
|ΨN±1n,k 〉 = Rˆ±n,k|Ψ0〉 (8)
Rˆ−n,k = ∑
i
rikaˆik+
1
2
′
∑
kbkik j
∑
bi j
rbkbiki jk j Eˆ
bkb
jk j
aˆiki (9)
Rˆ+n,k = ∑
a
rakaˆ†ak+
1
2
′
∑
kakbk j
∑
ab j
rakabkbiki aˆ
†
akaEˆ
bkb
jk j
(10)
(The n index has been omitted from the r.h.s. for clarity; the distinction between subscripts and
superscripts is not material but has been made for correspondence with the literature). In this
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work, we use unrestricted Rˆ operators where Rˆ+, Rˆ− raise or lower Sz by 1/2, respectively. In
the diagonalization step, the dominant computational operation is the multiplication of H¯ onto the
vector of the R-amplitudes. The periodic unrestricted equation-of-motion CC formalism has not
previously been reported, and detailed equations are given in the Appendix.
C. Computational Details
MnO and NiO both crystallize in a rock-salt structure. Below the Ne´el temperature, the elec-
trons are spin polarized in stacked ferromagnetic (111) planes with alternating spin orientations
along the [111] direction. In our calculations, we used supercells that are multiples of a rhom-
bohedral unit cell with four atoms to host the AFM order. All calculations were performed with
the experimental lattice constants at 300 K, i.e. a = 4.43 A˚ and a = 4.17 A˚ for MnO and NiO
respectively [33].
FIG. 1: The cell structure of transition metal monoxide XO (X=Mn, Ni) in the AFM II phase. The black
and green filled circles denote metal atoms with opposite spin orientations, and the empty circles denote the
oxygens.
We used the GTH pseudopotential and corresponding single-particle basis [34] downloaded
from the CP2K package [35]. Most of our calculations used the GTH-DZVP-MOLOPT-SR basis,
with 78 orbitals per rhombohedral unit cell; we carried out a subset of calculations using the
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GTH-SZV/DZVP/TZVP-MOLOPT(-SR) (SZV/DZVP/TZVP for short) for the metal and oxygen
respectively [34] to assess basis set convergence. Electron repulsion integrals were generated
by periodic Gaussian density fitting with an even-tempered Gaussian auxiliary basis [36]. The
initial reference state for the CC calculations was generated from unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF)
and Kohn-Sham density functional calculations. Ground state unrestricted CCSD energies and
observables used a 2× 2× 2 Monkhorst-Pack k-mesh together with a 2× 2× 2 twist average
[37, 38] to effectively obtain a 4×4×4 sampling of the Brillouin zone. The CC reduced density
matrices were computed using only the right eigenvector of H¯ [39]. Atomic character analysis and
local magnetic moments on the metals were computed by population analysis in the crystalline
intrinsic atomic orbital basis [40, 41]. Equation-of-motion CCSD band structures were generated
using the IP/EA energies at the twisted supercell reciprocal lattice origin. We sampled these twists
along the high-symmetry lines defined by the underlying non-magnetic primitive cell (as generally
reported in experiments [42]). Note that many theoretical calculations report magnetic symmetry
labels associated with the four-atom rhombohedral cell, and we additionally use such labels in
parentheses when the high-symmetry points of the primitive and rhombohedral cells coincide. All
methods were implemented within, and calculations performed using, the PYSCF package [43,
44].
III. RESULTS
A. Numerical convergence and CC orbital dependence
The CC calculations on these materials are computationally very demanding, and it is not
possible to simply calculate properties at the basis set and thermodynamic limit. We thus first
roughly assess the convergence of our numerical results. In Table I we report the CC total energy
(starting from UHF orbitals), Ni and Mn magnetic moments, and single-particle gap for a 1×1×1
rhombohedral cell (both the direct gap at Γ and the presumed fundamental gap that is an indirect
transition from Λ 1
2
(Z) (mid-point of the Λ symmetry direction of the primitive cell, equivalent
to the Z high-symmetry point of the rhombohedral cell, see Fig. 6 ) to Γ [45]. Unless otherwise
noted, the fundamental gap here will refer to this transition. As a function of increasing basis size
(SZV, DZVP, TZVP), the magnetic moment is already well converged at the DZVP level, while
the total energy still changes significantly, as expected. The single-particle direct gap ∆Γ is well
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converged while the indirect fundamental gap ∆ind is somewhat less so, changing by more than 0.1
eV in NiO moving from DZVP to TZVP. While the remaining basis error may be several tenths of
an eV, as a computational compromise, we use the DZVP basis for the remaining calculations.
The same quantities for a 2× 2× 2 supercell (with twist averaging, see Sec. II C) are shown
in Table II. Both the magnetic moments and gaps change significantly from the 1× 1× 1 cell;
the change in the indirect and direct gaps ranges from 1.8-2.2 eV. Note that while the basis error
converges the gap from above, the (larger) finite size error converges the gap from below. We can
carry out a rough finite-size scaling of the fundamental gap assuming that it scales as N
− 13
k where
Nk is the number of k-points in the mesh. This extrapolation is shown in Fig. 2 for both the UHF
and CC gaps. In the TDL, the extrapolated CC gaps increase by a further ∼ 2 eV (the precise
uncertainty cannot be gauged from 2 data points). Taking into account both finite basis set and
size effects, the exact EOM-CCSD gaps in the TDL are thus estimated to be 1-2 eV larger than the
2×2×2 results reported here.
TABLE I: Basis set convergence of CCSD total energy, metal magnetic moment, and direct Γ gap ∆Γ and
indirect fundamental gap ∆ind for a 1×1×1 cell.
System Basis ECC/eV µB ∆ccΓ /eV ∆
cc
ind /eV
MnO SZV -2.66 4.29 0.36 1.04
DZVP -12.16 4.61 2.49 1.48
TZVP -14.23 4.61 2.40 1.42
NiO SZV -3.36 0.46 2.49 2.13
DZVP -13.40 1.18 3.22 2.62
TZVP -15.68 1.19 3.21 2.49
A further variable in the CC calculations is the dependence on the initial mean-field orbitals.
Because of the orbital relaxation generated via the tˆ1 operator, this dependence is usually thought
to be mild as long as one is not close to a mean-field symmetry breaking point. In Table III, we
show the Γ point direct gaps for a 1×1×1 cell starting from unrestricted DFT orbitals using the
LDA [46], PBE [47], and B3LYP [48] functionals, as well as from unrestricted HF orbitals. (Note
that in NiO, only the B3LYP density functional predicts an AFM ground state when restricted to
the 1× 1× 1 cell). For MnO, the dependence is very weak, with a maximum variation of about
0.16 eV in the gaps. In NiO, the dependence is slightly larger, with a maximum variation of
7
FIG. 2: Band gap extrapolation for MnO and NiO. The teal and red triangles denote the HF indirect gap for
MnO and NiO respectively. The teal and red diamonds denote the CC indirect gap. The dashed lines and
dotted lines give the linear extrapolation to the thermodynamic limit for HF and CC respectively.
about 0.47 eV. This variation is smaller than the combined uncertainties due to basis and finite size
effects.
B. Analysis of the ground state
We now present a more detailed analysis of the ground states obtained by CCSD for NiO and
MnO. For all results discussed below, we used the unrestricted HF reference.
The CC ground state moments reported in Table II are significantly reduced from those of UHF,
reflecting the well-known observation that Hartree-Fock tends to overpolarize. Conversely, PBE
underpolarizes severely in NiO. Note that the theoretical result for the magnetic moment has some
variation depending on the definition of the atomic decomposition, while the experimental error
bars are themselves quite large, approximately 0.2 µB [50]. Thus the direct comparison between
theory and experiment for this quantity should be taken with a degree of caution.
Figure 3 shows the spin density distribution of the two materials in a (100) surface cut. For
MnO, we find an isotropic spin density, as expected since all 3d orbitals are partially occupied.
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TABLE II: Local magnetic moment, fundamental gap and direct Γ gap from UHF, PBE and CCSD with a
2×2×2 k-point mesh (DZVP basis). Extrapolated TDL gap is listed in parentheses. Experimental gaps and
moments are also reported (see main text for a discussion of the comparison). The experimental magnetic
moment are taken from Refs [49] and [33]. The measured experimental gaps are taken from Refs [2] and
[1] for MnO and NiO respectively.
System Property UHF PBE CCSD exp
MnO µB 4.86 4.56 4.76 4.58, 4.79
∆ind /eV 8.05(12.09) 1.09(1.21) 3.46(5.44) 3.6-3.9
∆Γ/eV 8.72(13.05) 1.77(1.84) 4.26(5.91) -
NiO µB 1.85 1.34 1.72 1.77, 1.90
∆ind /eV 9.51(13.95) 1.19(1.38) 4.83(7.04) 4.3
∆Γ/eV 9.89(14.80) 2.45(2.62) 5.56(7.90) -
TABLE III: Direct Γ mean-field gaps (∆re fΓ ) and EOM-CCSD gaps (∆
CC
Γ ) starting from different mean-field
orbitals for a 1×1×1 cell (DZVP basis).
System Method IP/eV EA/eV ∆re fΓ /eV ∆
CC
Γ /eV
MnO, Γ UHF-CC -16.77 -19.26 3.99 2.49
LDA-CC -16.57 -19.22 1.46 2.65
PBE-CC -16.59 -19.23 1.87 2.64
B3LYP-CC -16.65 -19.24 2.61 2.59
NiO, Γ UHF-CC -18.92 -22.14 4.72 3.22
B3LYP-CC -19.27 -22.02 3.63 2.75
However, for NiO the spin density around the Ni atom clearly shows eg occupancy, while a weakly
induced spin density is also observed around the ligand oxygen site. Note that the O 2p spin
density is aligned in the [110] instead of [100] direction, thus allowing maximal superexchange
between the nearest Ni sites.
To further analyze the ground-state correlation, we computed the T1, |t1|max and |t2|max diagnos-
tics for the CCSD wavefunction. These are shown in Fig. 4. The T1 metric is the Frobenius norm
(normalized by the number of correlated electrons) of the t1 amplitudes. Previous studies have
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FIG. 3: Normalized spin density on the (100) surface for a) MnO and b) NiO. The transition metal atom is
located at (0, 0) in the xy-plane. An isotropic spin density on the metal atom is observed for MnO and a
clear eg symmetry is identified for NiO.
suggested that values of these diagnostics larger than ∼ 0.1 can be considered “large” [51, 52].
The T1 and |t1|max metrics measure the importance of orbital relaxation from the mean-field refer-
ence while |t2|max measures the true many-particle correlations. As seen from Fig. 4, the effect of
orbital relaxation is greater in NiO than in MnO, consistent with the greater degree of overpolar-
ization of the Ni moment in the starting HF reference, than is seen for Mn. The small |t2|max values
(0.009 for MnO and 0.013 for NiO) however, show that both materials are reasonably described
by the broken-symmetry mean-field reference.
C. Analysis of the excited states and spectrum
We next turn to discuss the excited states from EOM-CCSD. From Table II we see that the
fundamental gaps obtained by PBE and UHF for MnO are 1.09 eV and 8.05 eV, respectively,
both far from the experimental estimate of 3.6-3.9 eV [2]. In contrast, EOM-CCSD with a 2×
2× 2 supercell finds the indirect gap to be 3.46 eV. This is similar to the 3.5 eV gap found in
prior quasiparticle self-consistent GW (QPscGW) calculations by Faleev and co-workers [13].
In NiO we observe an indirect gap of 9.51 eV, 1.19 eV and 4.83 eV with HF, PBE and EOM-
CCSD (2× 2× 2 supercell) respectively. The EOM-CCSD gap is much larger than the 2.9 eV
gap found by GGA-based GW [14] and close to the 4.8 eV gap found by QPscGW [13] as well
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FIG. 4: CCSD amplitude diagnostics for MnO and NiO. Green columns are for MnO and red are for NiO.
T1 is the Frobenius norm of the t1 amplitudes normalized by the number of correlated electrons. |t1|max and
|t2|max are the maximum value for |t1| and |t2|, respectively.
as the experimental estimate of 4.3 eV [1]. However, as discussed in Sec. III A, the estimated
finite size and basis effects in the EOM-CC calculations are quite large (TDL extrapolations in
Table II are shown in parentheses) thus the final basis set limit and TDL EOM-CCSD gaps are
overestimated by 1-2 eV. The sizable T1 diagnostics in the ground-state suggest that this error may
arise from differential orbital relaxation between the ground and excited states. Encouragingly,
however, we note that the variation in the gap due to the choice of mean-field orbitals (about
0.5 eV) is significantly smaller than the variation associated with different starting points in the
GW approximation.
The nature of the insulating gap in MnO and NiO is of some interest. A schematic picture of
the charge-transfer and Mott insulating states is shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 plots the correlated band
structure at discrete points in reciprocal space from EOM-CC, with the atomic character labelled
by the colours and symbols. Quasiparticle weights are indicated for selected excitations as the total
weight of the 1h (IP) or 1p (EA) sector, i.e. ∑i |rik|2 and ∑a |rak|2. The local density of states at
select points in the Brillouin zone (approximated by summing over the computed EOM-CC roots)
is shown in Fig. 7.
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FIG. 5: Schematic diagrams of insulating mechanism of a) charge-transfer type where the on-site Coulomb
repulsionU is smaller than the charge transfer energy ∆ and b) Mott-Hubbard type where ∆>U . Here µ is
the chemical potential.
Fig. 6 shows that the top of the valence band in MnO is hybridized between the eg states of
Mn and the O 2p states, while the conduction band minimum (CBM) consists mainly of non-
dispersive t2g character, except near the Γ point (CBM) where it has s character. In NiO, the
valence band near the VBM is dominated by O 2p states (81% at VBM), while the picture for the
conduction band is similar to that in MnO, including the s character near the CBM. The above
picture is complemented by the DOS in Fig. 7 where in MnO, near the Fermi level, the O 2p states
contribute slightly more weight to the valence bands than the Mn eg states, and the two appear
at nearly identical peak positions at around -0.7 eV (relative to the VBM). The relative positions
of the valence eg and t2g bands (-0.7 eV, -2.3 eV) are similar to what is seen in QPscGW (-0.5
eV and -2.2 eV respectively). Similarly, in NiO, there is little eg weight (peak around -0.4 eV)
near the VBM, and the first peak for t2g is found to be around -1.0 eV. Compared with QPscGW,
our calculation suggests less weight for eg around VBM and the location of t2g is similar to their
finding (∼-1.0 eV). Note that additional valence eg peaks in NiO are expected to lie deeper in the
spectrum [13] and thus do not appear in Fig. 6. Quasiparticle weights at the CBM and VBM in
both materials are large (∼ 0.9).
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FIG. 6: Electronic structure and quasiparticle weight analysis of a) MnO and b) NiO. The labels for the high-
symmetry points are those defined by the primitive FCC cell; symmetry labels for the AFM rhombohedral
cell are provided in brackets when the special points coincide. The upper panel is for the conduction band
and the lower one for the valence band. Valence band maxima (VBM) are shifted to 0 eV. Atomic character
with weight larger than 30% is indicated by the indicated symbols. Quasiparticle weights are shown for the
highest and lowest root computed at Γ and Λ 1
2
(Z).
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FIG. 7: Approximate density of states (DOS) of a) MnO and b) NiO computed by summing over the EOM-
CC roots. The first panel is the local DOS, and the two panels below are the DOS at high-symmetry points
Γ and X. The spectral functions are computed with a Lorentzian broadening factor η = 0.4 eV.
The observed s character of the CBM in MnO and NiO is also found in some earlier GGA-based
GW calculations [14], but not others [15, 16]. This feature is also missed in many DMFT impurity
model calculations where the Ni impurity is defined using only the 3d shell [19–21] (although a
recent full-state ab initio DMFT calculation on NiO did identify s character at the CBM [53]). The
orbital character of the CBM and VBM, including the s character, can be visualized explicitly in
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real space by defining quasiparticle orbitals for the CBM/VBM excitation,
|ψ−k 〉=∑
i
rik|φik〉 (11)
|ψ+k 〉=∑
a
rak|φak〉 (12)
where φik, φak are occupied and virtual mean-field orbitals with crystal momentum k. Real-space
density plots of the quasiparticle orbitals at the VBM and CBM are shown in Fig. 8.
FIG. 8: Spatial density distribution of quasiparticle orbitals on the (100) surface for (a) MnO VBM, (b)
CBM, (c) NiO VBM and (d) CBM. For MnO, we show the xy plane where the projected ionization charge
shows eg symmetry and for NiO, the quasiparticle orbitals are projected onto the xz plane.
From the analysis above, both MnO and NiO appear as insulators of mixed charge-transfer/Mott
character. However, this picture is not uniform across the Brillouin zone. In particular, when only
the fundamental gap is examined, NiO is clearly a charge-transfer insulator while MnO remains
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of mixed character. Thus the nature of the insulating state in these systems should be regarded as
momentum-dependent.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have carried out a detailed study of the ground and excited states of MnO
and NiO using coupled cluster theory. While the description of the spectrum is significantly im-
proved over mean-field methods, and quantitatively accurate at the level of 2×2×2 supercells, the
gaps in the thermodynamic limit remain somewhat overestimated, likely due to orbital relaxation
effects. Nonetheless, coupled cluster offers interesting new insights into the qualitative nature of
the insulating state in these materials, allowing for a detailed analysis of the charge-transfer/Mott-
insulating character, atomic character of the bands (which indicates the important participation of
s character states in the conduction band minima), and quasiparticle weights. Most intriguingly,
our results show that the charge-transfer Mott nature of the insulating state should be considered
to be a momentum-dependent quantity. Our work is a significant step towards the use of periodic
coupled cluster methods to understand correlated electronic materials.
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Appendix A: Amplitude Equations
Here we provide equations for both ground state and IP/EA EOM CCSD starting from an
unrestricted mean-field reference. For compactness, we use bold letters to represent a com-
bined spin-orbital and k-point index i.e. i = (i,ki). Lower-case i, j,a,b and upper-case I,J,A,B
are used for spin up and spin down orbitals respectively. The primed sums indicate momen-
tum conservation. The intermediates W , F , W˜ and F˜ that we use are consistent with those in
Stanton and Gauss [31, 32]. P(ab) is the antisymmetry operator such that [P(ab)Z(· · ·ab · ··) =
Z(· · ·ab · ··)−Z(· · ·ba · ··)] for any variable Z.
The single excitation amplitudes for up spin obtained from the following equations:
0 = fai+′
′
∑
me
taeimF˜me+
′
∑
ME
taEiMF˜ME−
′
∑
mne
taemn 〈mn| ie〉
−
′
∑
mNE
taEmN 〈mN| iE〉+
′
∑
e
tei F˜ae−
′
∑
m
tamF˜mi
+
′
∑
me
tme 〈am| |ie〉+
′
∑
ME
tEM 〈aM| iE〉
+
′
∑
mef
tefim 〈am| ef〉+ ∑
MeF
teFiM 〈aM| eF〉 . (A1)
Similarly, the equations for tAI can be obtained by flipping the spin.
The doubles amplitude equations for tabij are
0 = 〈ab| |ij〉+P(ab)
′
∑
e
taeij
[
F˜be−
′
∑
m
1
2
tbmF˜me
]
−P(ij)
′
∑
m
tabim
[
F˜mj+
′
∑
e
1
2
tej F˜me
]
+
′
∑
mn
1
2
W˜mnijτabmn
+
′
∑
cd
1
2
W˜abcdτcdij +P(ij)P(ab)
′
∑
me
tei t
a
m 〈mb| |je〉
+P(ij)P(ab)
[ ′
∑
me
taeimW˜mbej+
′
∑
ME
taEiMW˜MbEj
]
+
′
∑
e
P(ij)tei 〈ba| |je〉−
′
∑
m
P(ab)tam 〈mb| |ij〉 . (A2)
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The equations for tABIJ can be obtained by flipping the spins. The equations for t
aB
iJ are
0 = 〈aB| iJ〉+
′
∑
mN
W˜mNiJτaBmN+
′
∑
cD
W˜aBcDτcDiJ
+
′
∑
E
taEiJ
[
F˜BE−
′
∑
M
1
2
tBMF˜BE
]
+
′
∑
e
teBiJ
[
F˜ae−
′
∑
m
1
2
tbmF˜be
]
−
′
∑
M
taBiM
[
F˜MJ+
′
∑
E
1
2
tEJ F˜ME
]
−
′
∑
m
taBmJ
[
F˜mi+
′
∑
e
1
2
tei F˜me
]
+
′
∑
me
taeimW˜mBeJ+
′
∑
ME
taEiMW˜MBEJ−
′
∑
me
tei t
a
m 〈eJ|mB〉
+
′
∑
me
teBmJW˜maei+
′
∑
ME
tEBMJW˜MaEi−
′
∑
ME
tEJ t
B
M 〈aM| iE〉
+
′
∑
Me
teBiMW˜MaeJ+
′
∑
mE
taEmJW˜mBEi−
′
∑
Me
tei t
B
M 〈Ma| Je〉
−
′
∑
mE
tEJ t
a
m 〈mB| iE〉+
′
∑
e
tei 〈Ba| Je〉+
′
∑
E
tEJ 〈aB| iE〉
−
′
∑
m
tam 〈iJ|mB〉−
′
∑
M
tBM 〈Ji|Ma〉 (A3)
The remaining mixed spin excitation amplitudes can be obtained via permutational symmetry and
need not be computed explicitly.
taBiJ = t
Ba
Ji =−tBaiJ =−taBJi (A4)
The IP-EOM amplitude equations are given by:
(H¯R)i =−
′
∑
k
Fkirk−
′
∑
LD
FLDrDLi−
′
∑
ld
Fldrdli
− 1
2
′
∑
kld
Wklidrdlk−
′
∑
kLD
WkLiDrDLk (A5)
(H¯R)BJi =
′
∑
k
WkBiJrk−
′
∑
l
rBJlFli−
′
∑
L
rBLiFLJ
+
′
∑
D
rDJiFBD+
′
∑
LD
WLBDJrDLi+
′
∑
ld
WlBdJrdli
+
′
∑
lD
WlBDirDJl+
′
∑
KL
WkLiJrBLk
−
′
∑
c
tcBiJ
[ ′
∑
kLD
WLkDcrDLk+
1
2
′
∑
kld
Wlkdcrdlk
]
(A6)
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(H¯R)bij =−
′
∑
k
Wkbjirk−
′
∑
kl
∑
l
Flirbjl+
′
∑
l
Fljrbil
+P(ij)(
′
∑
LD
WLbDjrDLi+
′
∑
ld
Wlbdjrdli)
−
′
∑
c
tcbij
[ ′
∑
kLD
WLkDcrDLk+
1
2
′
∑
kld
Wlkdcrdlk
]
+
′
∑
d
Fbdrdji+
1
2
′
∑
kl
Wklijrblk (A7)
The EA-EOM amplitude equations are given by:
(H¯R)a =
′
∑
c
Facrc+
′
∑
LD
FLDrDaL +
′
∑
ld
Fldrdal
+
′
∑
cLD
WaLcDrDcL +
1
2
′
∑
cld
Walcdrdcl (A8)
(H¯R)BaJ =
′
∑
c
WaBcJrc+
′
∑
c
rBcJ Fac+
′
∑
D
rDaJ FBD
−
′
∑
k
taBkJ
[ ′
∑
cDL
WkLcDrDcL +
1
2
′
∑
cdl
Wklcdrdcl
]
+
′
∑
LD
WLBDJrDaL +
′
∑
ld
WlBdJrdal +
′
∑
cL
WLacJrBcL
−
′
∑
L
rBaL FLJ+
′
∑
cD
WaBcDrDcJ (A9)
(H¯R)baj =
′
∑
c
Wabcjrc+
′
∑
c
Facrbcj +
′
∑
d
Fbdrdaj
−
′
∑
l
Fljrbal +
′
∑
cd
1
2
Wabcdrdcj −
′
∑
LD
WLaDjrDbL
−
′
∑
k
tabkj
[
1
2
′
∑
cdl
Wklcdrdcl +
′
∑
cDL
WLkDcrDcL
]
+
′
∑
ld
Wlbdjrdal +
′
∑
LD
WLbDjrDaL −
′
∑
ld
Wladjrdbl (A10)
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